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Chapter 1 : Line of Sight (Athena Force #18) by Rachel Caine
Line of Sight (Athena Force) by Rachel Caine 4 stars Two students from the Athena Force Academy have been
kidnapped and former student now FBI Agent Katie Rush has been asked for her expertise.

She is an American writer who mainly writes about the science fiction, suspense, horror, mystery and fantasy.
Having being able to produce more than thirty novels, Caine is considered to be one the bestselling authors
across the globe. Caine is a woman who has a lot of careers. Apart from being a good writer, she has worked
as an accountant, as an investigator in an insurance company and also until recently, she was continuing in the
corporate world to carry on a secret identity. The surprising thing about Caine is that, she is also a very good
professional musician. She is married to a fantasy artist R. She and her husband currently live in Texas.
Rachel Caine enjoyed her childhood life in the western region of Texas. She proceeded with her academic
excellence pursing Bachelor in Accounting together with minor music in the Texas Tech University and in the
year she graduated. Five years later after her graduation, she began writing and publishing short stories and
novels. As a former professional musician, she has a distinction of having played music with musical legends
such as Peter Nero, John Williams and Henry Mancini. Caine unlike other writer is a TV watcher and an avid
movie buff. In the month of September , a large multinational company offered Caine a job as a Director of
Corporate Communications which she gladly accepted, having taken hiatus for eight months for the most of to
ensure that the pressing headlines are complete. However, she did not last long in this job. In April the year ,
she left her job and returned to writing but now as her full-time job. She does most of her writing in her home
especially in the nearby coffee shop. As a former musician, she has a character of listening to music as she
writes with the playlist changing from project to project. On August 24, the year , Rachel Caine announced on
her blog and mailing box that she had sold a four-book series. The series has then been published since the
year The Warden Weather series As a part of an organization renting space from the UN, Joanne Baldwin is a
Weather Warden who has control over the weather and keeps it less destructive and chaotic than it is already.
Their main mission is supposed to make sure that the natural disasters are alleviated before millions of people
get to die. In her hot Mustang Delilah, Baldwin shows up on the run, from a murder she was accused of killing
a senior warden, which she did actually. Among most of the powerful wardens, there is a thread of corruption
that runs through them one of which died after putting a demon mark on Joanne Baldwin. Baldwin with all the
Weather Warden capabilities like the Fire, the Earth, and the Weather, she thinks that without help she can
find her old friend Lewis Orwell who is in hiding. Stealing three bottles having Djinn the supernatural beings
that mostly do their work while partnering with the Wardens many years ago, was the last known action Lewis
was seen doing among the Wardens. As she is on the run, she accidentally picks up a hitchhiker who in turn
offers help. The hitch hiker knows things that the normal person would not know. Baldwin is given conflicting
information by the Djinn and other wardens sent to arrest her. This makes her have a lot of difficulties in
knowing whom to trust in the romantic escapist life with excitement, dangers and cars. As a result, Baldwin
life to become more and more complicated as she learns in the process a lot of truths that people do not want
her to know. The Morganville Vampire series The series is about Claire who is 16 years old and speculated as
a moron is thus enabling her vamp- ridden tale to work. She has been in college for several years early based
on abiding and general genius and also a scientific prodigy. She is offered early placement at Yale, Caltech
and MIT institution but her parents want her to be closer to their home. She would have not gone to those
institutions because Rory Gilmore, Apu and Chuck Bartowski would have noticed that she was a vampire.
Here, she is plagued by so mean girls and thrown down the stairs bus she does not even bother to call the
police. So she decides to stay off campus housing and moves in a large mansion with Michael, Shane and Eve.
Claire soon learns that the whole town either run by the vampires or infected by the vampires. The City
Council, the Mayor. The Police Force and all the residents of Morganville exist under protection from either
fringes of the society or the bloodsucker. Well there is a kind of spell that makes everyone who leaves
Morganville by 10 miles out, you forget about the vampires and also cannot remember about your life while
you were there. But if you start remembering, the vampires will come after you and kill you. Claire finds it
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easy to stay in town because even before the vampires, her life was sucky. When her life is endangered or
threatens, she stays put as she knows she can never quit. So, she becomes an entertaining moron, as Claire and
the town she inhabits are inconceivably ridiculous. She also learns the daughter of the Mayor is her dorm
nemesis. Rachel Caine books of horror have gained popularity with the two books being some of her booking
that made largest sales across the globe. Jack Reacher is back! Family secrets come back to haunt Reacher
when he decides to visit the town his father was born in. Because when he visits there he finds out no-one with
the last name of Reacher has ever lived there. It leaves him wondering - did his father ever live there?
Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail with Book Recommendations. Insert your e-mail
below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail below. Featured
Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal Carew who writes erotic romance novels. Opal has
written over novels with multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series.
Chapter 2 : Line of Sight (Athena Force #18) by Rachel Caine
Fans of the canceled line Silhouette Bombshell will be ecstatic to see that the Athena Force is back in action when they
discover Rachel Caine's LINE OF SIGHT, the first book in 12 book continuation centering on the Athena Academy.

Chapter 3 : Merrimon Book Reviews - In Celebration of Books!!
After three Athena Academy students are kidnapped, FBI special agent Katie Rush is first on the scene. The Athena
grad will stop at nothing to make sure the girls are returned safely--even if it means working with a psychic.

Chapter 4 : Line of Sight (Athena Force) (August 7, edition) | Open Library
The Athena Force is back! Fans of the canceled line Silhouette Bombshell will be ecstatic to see that the Athena Force
is back in action when they discover Rachel Caine's LINE OF SIGHT, the first book in 12 book continuation centering on
the Athena Academy.

Chapter 5 : Line Of Sight (Athena Force, book 18) by Rachel Caine
Line of Sight (Athena Force) by Rachel Caine, August 7, , Silhouette edition, in English.

Chapter 6 : Athena Force Series in Order - - FictionDB
Athena Force is a series of adventure novels about graduates of the Athena Academy, an elite school for girls with
special talents, as they combat kidnappers, terrorists, and the forces of evil.

Chapter 7 : Rachel Caine: used books, rare books and new books (page 2) @ www.nxgvision.com
The complete series list for - Athena Force. Series reading order, cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews, awards,
publishing history, genres, and time period.

Chapter 8 : Merrimon Book Reviews - In Celebration of Books!!
*Harlequin Enterprises Limited (www.nxgvision.com) is located at Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide Street
West, 41st Floor, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5H 4E3 and sends informational and promotional emails on behalf of itself
and Harlequin Digital Sales Corporation.

Chapter 9 : June-Dec. â€“ Gothic Journal
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Athena Force has 48 entries in the series. Borrow eBooks, audiobooks, and videos from thousands of public libraries
worldwide.
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